Ahstract--Volatility and correlation modelling is important in order to calculate hedge ratios, value at risk estimates, CAPM betas, derivate pricing and for risk management in general.
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Until recently it has, typically in textbooks, been assumed that volatilities and correlations are constant, even if it is has been widely accepted the dynamic properties of volatilities and correlations. The research on dynamic properties of volatilities and correlation has typically been based on the estimation of parametric univariate and multivariate ARCH (and its generalizations) and stochastic volatility models. One drawback with these models (and parametric models in general) is that they depend on specific distributional assumptions, which reduce the robustness of the empirical findings [6] .
Limitations of the traditional volatility and correlation models have motivated a different approach. Development of computer technology over the last decades and the increased availability of high-frequency financial data have opened up a new field of research within this framework [15] . The idea has been to use historical relevant and reliable high-frequency data in order to improve the modelling and forecasting of outcome variability and correlation. Using high-frequency data have made it possible to construct ex-post realized daily volatilities and correlations, by summing squares and cross-products of intraday observations, respectively. This approach allows, as one of the main advantages, for characterizing the distributional features of the volatilities and correlation without attempting to fit multivariate conditional and stochastic volatility models.
The seminal paper of Andersen and Bollerslev [5] show that realized volatility computed from high-frequency intraday returns is effectively a model-free volatility measure. Based on mainly the same ideas and procedures as for univariate realized volatility, the concept of realized covariances and correlations was spelled out by Andersen et al. [3] and Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard [11] . In this framework volatility and correlation can simply be threaten as observables (and not latent or modelled), and has open up several opportunities. For example, we can rely on conventional statistical techniques for characterizing ex-post realized volatilities and correlations measures' distributional properties. Further, we can use these observed measures in dynamic forecasting with simple standard "regression" techniques.
Until about the late 1980s only sparse data were available and the researches consisted briefly of formulating adequate models, verify that the models reproduced the data patterns and gave reasonable predictions for the future, with main emphasis on the methodology. In a situation with sparse data, it was important to get as much as possible information "out of little", and it was then natural for the researcher to make sure that the methodology was correct. Also today it is, of course, important to use the methodology correct and do some analytical improvements. But at the same time, and maybe of equal or higher importance, the research community with high-frequency data available have started focus on in-depth assumption-free (or with a minimum set of assumptions) analysis to discover the fundamental statistical properties of the data. These studies try to document the statistical characteristics of the financial returns or the "stylized facts", as it often is named in the econometric and finance literature, where the understanding of the market is of interest by itself and would also give useful information for specification and estimation of prediction models. Some good examples within the financial field of stylized facts are studies of individual stocks and stock indices ( [4] , [8] , [14] , [22] ), bonds [22] , currencies ([3] , [15] , [22] , [23] ) and agricultural commodities [14] . Some of these studies, in addition to variance and volatilities analyses, also focus on the stylized facts of realized covariances and correlation between assets investigated ( [3] , [4] , [22] ). Based on our knowledge, Wang et al. [23] were the first that examined the distributions of realized energy futures volatilities and correlation, through their study of the NYMEX light crude oil and natural gas futures contracts.
The overall main findings obtained in these studies show that the logarithmic realized volatility and correlation are approximately normal distributed. Further, realized volatility and correlation have a long memory feature, which can be modelled by fractionally integrated processes and there seem to be a high correlation between realized correlation and volatilities.
Recently, high-frequency tick-by-tick data have also become available for the two most liquid electricity forwards contracts (yearly and quarterly contracts) at the central Nord Pool data source. This is a fast growing derivative market and more knowledge and tools for risk management and trading applications are needed. Building on the stylized volatility and correlation facts study framework by Andersen et al. ([3] , [4] ), in this study we are, based on our knowledge, the first to apply high-frequency data in the electricity market analyzing the stylized volatility and correlation facts of these forward electricity contracts. As electricity distinguishes in several important areas from other commodities (e.g. non-storability, uncertainty in load and generation, inelastic demand, oligopolistic generation), it is interesting to compare whether the financial electricity market behaviour differ significantly from traditional financial markets when utilizing a high frequency data approach. The data is covering the period June 2005 to May 2009.
The next section includes a brief review of the concept of realized volatility and correlation, followed by a description of the data set. The subsequent section presents the main results of the analysis while the last section contains some concluding comments.
II. THE CONCEPT OF REALIZED VOLATILITY AND CORRELATION
Barndorff-Nielsen and Shepard [10] and Andersen et al. [1] , among others, argue the importance of decompose the volatility of returns over short horizons in both a continuous sample path component and an occasional discontinuous jump component. Since one of our main focuses is covariance and 2 correlation between series, we consider a N-dimensional log price process p(s) over the period [t -1, t]. We assume that the N-dimensional or multivariate log-price process is governed by a jump-diffusion process as follows: dp(s) = Jl(s)ds + 12 (s)dw(s) + K(s)dq(s)
(1) where the drift, Jl(s), is a N-dimensional vector process, the instantaneous volatility, 12 (s), is a N x N matrix such that L(S) = fl(s)fl'(s) is the covariance matrix process of the continuous sample path component, and W e t) is a vector of N independent Brownian motions. Further, K is the N x N process controlling for the magnitude and transmission of jumps and q(s) is the N-dimensional jump counting process such that K(s)dq(s) is the contribution of the jump process to the log-price process.
Here we slightly simplify the notation by denoting Kj as the contribution of the j-th jump in [t -1, t] to the continuous price diffusion. Then, (1) can be written as: dp(s) = Jl(s)ds + 12 (s)dw(s) + K(S) (2) Assume that the value of this process is observed in equal spaced intervals 11, in the period [t -1, t]. We observe the log price every 11 units of time, where 11 is small, and we set M == [1/11], as is equally-spaced intraday returns. Then, the i th intraday return of day tis:
The realized quadratic covariance, (RCov), of the log-price process for day t is (4) and, then, realized variance, (RVar), on day tis (5) as a special case of (4). As shown by Andersen et al. [3] , when M � 00, a consistent estimator over [t -1, t] of the quadratic covariance in (1), RCovt, is:
where jt = f t t _ l dq*(s), where q*(s) represent the univariate counting process derived from q(s) such that q*(s) increases by 1 whenever q(s) changes. The continuous or integrated covariance matrix (ICov) over [t -1, t] is the matrix
This means that if we consider price processes without jumps or co-jumps the last component in (1) and (2) drops out, we only need a consistent estimator for the integrated covariance matrix, as is simply (4). The non-parametric realized covariance estimator in (4) will following (6), include all jumps and co-jumps, as well as continues price diffusion 10: 199 processes. In other words, the realized covariance represents an ex-post measure of the true total price variation, including discontinuous jump and co-jump parts. This happen, since realized covariance is the sum of squared high-frequency returns, and then any abnormal large positive or negative return will be squared and thus have a large impact on the realized covariance measure. [2] ). These studies show that the volatility jump component is both highly important and distinctly less persistent than the continuous component, and that separating the rough jump moves from the smooth continuous moves results in significant out-of-sample volatility forecast improvements. So, for forecasting purposes, even without focusing on the jump/co-jump part, there may be reason to estimate a smooth or continues as possible realized covariance and correlation measure, i.e. estimate an approximate for [Cov.
One candidate in cases with jumps/co-jumps for approximation of the integrated covariance matrix is the realized bipower covariation process, originally proposed by Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard [12] . It can be shown that the multivariate extension of the univariate realized bipower variation process (RBPCov) is:
where r(k)t,i is the k-th element of the return vector rt,i. Both the realized bipower variation estimator and the realized bipower covariation estimator have some drawbacks (e.g. Boudt et al. [13] , Andersen et al. [7] ). Given that the high frequency data is observed over extremely short intervals, there is small chance for that jumps/co-jumps affect two neighbouring returns, and then the impacts of jumps/co-jumps on the RBPCov estimator is negligible. However, for electricity modeling, as for other assets, the returns is more typically observed over longer intervals, such as 15 or 30 minutes. Then, the RBPCov estimator is typically highly affected when jumps/co-jumps affects two or more 3 neighbouring returns. Further, the bipower measures are sensitive to the presence of "zero" returns in the sample.
Several alternatives to the RBPCov have been proposed, for example the nearest neighbor truncation estimator by Andersen et al. [7] and the range based covariance estimator by Bannough et al. [9] .
In this study we use the realized outlyingness weighted quadratic covariation procedure, (ROCov), introduced by Boudt et al. [13] and Laurent [20] , as an nonparametric estimator for the integrated covariance matrix (ICov raise any suspicion about jumps, the weighting function equals one, while is goes to zero the more jumps in returns (high absolute value) and then more extreme dt,i. Both "hard" and "soft" rejection weighting function can be used, where the soft rejection (as is used in our study) not include the most extreme "tail" observations in the weights. When we, from the high-frequency data, have calculated the outlyingness dt,i and the weight function w( dt,i), we can compute the ROCov estimator as follows: (10) where the correction factor Cw ensures that the ROCov is consistent for [Cov, see Boudt et al. [13] , p. 14 for further details.
1 The outlyingess measure d t, i can be computed on raw returns and filtered returns. Filtered returns intend to account for the intraday periodicity, and are applied in this study. 2 Boudt et al. [13] use the Minimum Covariance Determinant (MCD) estimator to construct the multivariate outlyingness.
In this study we look at the distributional properties and temporal dependencies for the:
• Realized variance, RVar, and realized outlyingness weighted quadratic variance, ROVar.
• Root of RVar and ROVar, i.e. realized volatilities measures, hereby named shortly RV and ROV, respectively.
• Logarithm of the root of RVar and ROVar, i.e. realized logarithmic volatilities measure, denoted lnRV and InROV, respectively.
• Realized covariance measure, RCov.
• Realized outlyingness weighted quadratic covariance measure, ROCov.
• Realized correlation, RCorr = RCovt,s/(RVt x RVs).
• Realized outlyingness weighted correlation, ROCorr = ROCovt,s/(ROVt x R0Vs).
• Realized jump/co-jump share between asset t and asset s, defined as Rfts = max(RCovt,s -ROCovt,s, O)/RCovt,s (Andersen et al. [2] ). All estimates in this study were calculated with the OxMetrics package called RE@LIZED (Laurent [20] ).
III. DATA
The central Nord Pool data source includes transaction prices and trading volumes (contracts) in megawatt (MW). The data is forward prices for two financial contracts: 1) one quarter ahead prices traded the last quarter before maturity; 2) one-year ahead prices traded the last year before maturity. Futures trading at Nord Pool is possible between 08.00 to 15.30. The series consist of approximately 16000 observations from June 2005 up to June 2009. Both future contract series are organized into 30 minute raw price data observations, using the before nearby contract price as the interpolated price for the specified half hour. In order to avoid problems with large jumps in returns between contracts, the returns at 08.00 for the first trading day of the new contract are defined as missing for both data-sets. The sample used in this study consists then of 995 daily return data and daily realized variability measures, for the period lSI June 2005 to 29 th May 2009. We have then removed a few observations from the yearly or quarterly contracts that not matched each other in date. Some earlier studies argue for dropping overnight returns in the volatility and correlation measures, because these non trading overnight hours may differ from the volatility and correlation during trading hours and then introduce more noise than useful information (e.g. Martens [21] ). The contract price data used in this study show very small, or more typically, no changes during overnights, i.e. between 16.00 and 08.00, which further supports dropping these observations. Hence, in this study we apply a sampling frequency of 15 (M=15) 30 minute intra-daily returns. 
IV. RE SULTS

A. The Distribution of Daily Volatility, Correlation and Jumps/Co-Jumps
We start with some stylized facts of distributional properties. The summary statistics in Table I show that all realized variances (outlyingness weighted or not), realized volatilities and realized covariance distributions for both quarterly and yearly contracts are significantly right skewed and have significant excess kurtosis that exceeds the normal value of zero, resulting in the normal distribution as a poor approximation (based on a number of normality tests). The normality tests used are the Jarque-Bera test, the Anderson Darling test and the Shapiro-Wilk test. 3 The realized logarithmic volatilities (InRV and lnROV) seem to be approximately normal distributed, especially the realized logarithmic volatilities variable for quarterly contract and the realized logarithmic outlyingness weighted volatilities for yearly contract (see the upper panel the last two columns of Table I and the two uppermost rows of panel of Fig. 2 ).
Realized correlation (RCorr) and realized outlyingness weighted correlation (ROCorr) are, compared to the corresponding variance measures, more symmetric, with less skewness and kurtosis, but non-normal distributed (see the lower panel, column three and four of Table I and the lowermost rows of panel of Fig. 2 ). Note also, as expected, the strong positive realized correlation and realized outlyingness weithed correlation, on average, between the yearly and quarterly contracts. However, these correlations also have a high variation, ranging from -0.67 to 0.99 for RCorr and from -0.99 to 1.00 for ROCorr.
Our electricity forward contract distributional property evidences on realized variance, covariance, volatility, logarithmic volatility and correlation is to a large extent consistent with earlier studies of individual stocks and stock indexes (e.g. [4] , [22] ), bonds (e.g. [22] ), currencies ([3] , [15] , [22] ) and oil and gas [23] . The realized relative jump/co-jumps component (RJ) affects 39% of the observations. This component is significantly left 5 skewed distributed, implying a larger probability for smaller (than median) jumps/co-jumps than larger (than median) jumps/co-jumps. As expected, the outlyingness weighted variance and volatilities measure show less fluctuation through time than the non-smoothed distributions, implying some jumps and co jumps (or other noise) have been removed with the outlyingness weighted estimator.
B. Temporal Dependence
In this section we explore the time-series properties of the realized variance, volatility, covariance, correlation, and relative jumps/co-jumps variable of the quarterly and yearly forward contact data. In Table II a number of test statistics about the temporal dependency properties for the above mentioned variables are reported. The lines denoted Q20 summarizes the value of the standard Box-Pierce test for joint significance of the first 20 autocorrelations. The null hypothesis of no autocorrelation is clearly rejected for all realized variance, volatility, covariance and correlation measures analyzed, except for the realized relative jumps and co-jumps variable (RJ). The right panels of Fig. 3 depict the autocorrelations for logarithmic realized volatility (lnRV) and logarithmic realized outlyingness weighted quadratic volatility (lnROV) for quarterly and yearly contacts. From the figure, we see that autocorrelations are systematically above the conventional Barlett 95% confidence error bounds (at least for more than 100 lags), confirming the autocorrelation tests from the Box-Pierce tests. Also for the realized correlation (RCorr) and realized outlyingness weighted correlation (ROCorr) measure in the right panels of Fig. 4 show strong autocorrelation, but weaker than for the individual variance and correlation variables. The realized relative jumps and co jumps (RJ) show insignificant autocorrelation patterns, implying that this variable is at least very hard to model with standard univariate time-series techniques.
From Fig. 3 we observe that the autocorrelations for the volatility variable start around 0.5 and decay very slowly, implying a long-memory pattern. The correlation measures are less autocorrelated and have fewer significant lags than the volatility measures, c.f. Fig. 4 . Anyway, the autocorrelation functions seem to decay at a slow hyperbolic rate, as opposed to the geometric decay rate associated with the conventional stationary 1(0) process, or alternatively to an infinite persistence pattern resulting from a non-stationary unit root 1(1) process. The hyperbolic decay process is a fractionally integrated process with a fractional order ranging from 0 to 1. When the fractional order is between 0 and 0.5, the process is mean-reverting stationary [14] . To test the decay rate we use both the non-stationary unit root ADF test [16] and the stationary KPSS test [19] , in addition to that the fractional integrated estimate, dGPH, is calculated with the method proposed by Geweke and Porter-Hudak [17] . For all measures analyzed (in Table II ) the null hypothesis of non-stationarity or unit root (via ADF test) is rejected. Conventional stationarity, examined with the KPSS method, is also rejected for all contracts and measures investigated. These two tests provides initial evidence for long-memory and hyperbolic decay of the autocorrelation function. The estimated dGPH 10: 199 values for the variance/volatility, covariance/correlation, and jump/co-jump measures have all 0 < dGPH < 0.5, showing these measures are fractionally integrated and mean-reverting stationary. Note also that the realized volatility measures are in general more persistent (i.e. higher dGPH values) than the realized covariance/correlation measures, whereas the jump/co-jump measure are not statistically significant fractionally integrated. The temporal characteristics of realized variance/volatilities and covariance/correlations for the electricity forward data are consistent with the findings from Andersen et al. [3] for exchange rates, Andersen et al. [4] for stocks, and Thomakos and Wang [22] for various futures contracts. In contracts to our results, Wang et al. [23] did not find that realized correlation between futures contract prices for crude oil and natural gas exhibit any long-memory patterns. [19] , where the null-hypothesis is conventional stationarity, also have no time trend. Number of lags in the ADF and KPSS tests are determined by the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), and is given in the rows denoted AR. dGPH is the long-memory test by Geweke and Porter-Hudak [17] . 5% significant level is marked by *, I % by ** From Fig. 4 we also observe that the realized correlation (RCorr) is very volatile. In many periods the realized correlation is close to one, but in some periods close to zero and sometimes clearly negative. The same applies to a large extend for realized outlyingness weighted correlation (ROCorr), shown in the middle left panel in Fig. 4 .
In Table III we, finally, document to what extend the volatility measures move together, and how volatilities measures and correlation measures are correlated, frequently termed volatility-in-correlation effect. The Table indicates a positive association at 0.27 and 0.40 between realized correlation (RCorr) and logarithmic realized volatility 6 (lnRV), for quarterly and yearly contracts, respectively.
Between realized outlyingness weighted correlation and logarithmic realized outlyingness weighted volatility the corresponding numbers are 0.31 and 0.43. These results, consistent with the findings by for example Andersen et al. [3] on currency and Andersen et al. [4] on stocks, implies that correlations between yearly and quarterly forward contracts on electricity are on average higher when the volatility in the yearly and quarterly contracts is high, compared to when the volatility in these contracts are in a low-volatility state. This again implies that models based on constant correlation, such as mean-variance efficiency analysis, are misguided. All correlation coefficients are different from 0 with I % significance leveL
Note also that not only the forward contract prices tend to move together, indicated by the positive means for covariance 10: 199 and correlation reported in Table I , but so do their volatility measure, reported in Table III . There is also a quite high positive correlation at above 0.70 between non-and outlyingness weighted measures.
V. C ONCLUDING COMMENTS
The overall main findings obtained in this study of Nord Pool electricity forward data show that the logarithmic realized volatility are approximately normal distributed, while realized correlation seems not. Further, realized volatility has a long memory feature, and there seem to be a high correlation between realized correlation and volatilities. These results are to a large extent consistent with earlier similar stylized facts studies of other financial and commodity markets. Opposed to the study of crude oil and natural gas by Wang et al. [23] , we also found long memory pattern in realized correlation.
The results from this study should have some implications for future research and analysis. First, electricity volatility modelling and forecasting based on high-frequency data can learn from similar studies of other financial and commodity markets. Second, both realized volatilities and probably also realized correlation should be modelled by fractionally integrated processes (ARFIMA model). Third, models based on constant correlation seem inappropriate. Fourth, realized correlation is as expected positive, but very volatile and hedge position with these quarterly and yearly electricity forward contracts implies high risks.
More research is needed to investigate the usefulness of the use of smoothed outlyingness measures instead of un smoothed realized measures, and also how to disentangle the co-jumps component from the continuous diffusion process. Future research could also examine how the realized model framework based on high-frequency data applied in this study is performing in comparison to the traditional MGARCH approach both in-sample and for out-of-sample forecasting. Finally, realized correlation analyses between various energy markets and between energy and other markets are interesting areas for future research.
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